
Chapter 596 

White Python was dumbstruck to see Black Python disappearing in the blink of an eye. 

“We’re sorry, Janet. We were too stunned to respond just now, and by no means were we 

looking down on you,” Sharon and Summer mumbled in embarrassment. 

Shaking her head, Janet couldn’t care less. “I understand.” 

Sharon and Summer were not aware of Janet’s experience in high school, and so it was normal 

for them to be shocked by the sudden contrast in her character. Nevertheless, their worries were 

alleviated after hearing Janet’s response. 

On the other hand, Abby was still confused. 

It seems like Janet is quite close with Instructor Black Python and White Python. 

“Janet, how are you related to Instructor Black Python and Instructor White Python?” Abby 

asked in puzzlement. 

“They are my boyfriend’s subordinates.” Janet had no intention to hide anything from them. 

“What? Your boyfriend’s subordinates?” The three of them exclaimed at the same time. 

The instructors whom we’re so afraid of are actually the subordinates of Janet’s boyfriend? No 

wonder Instructor Black Python and Instructor White Python seem to show extra care toward 

Janet! 

So they are actually related! Could it be that the previous instructors were replaced so that Janet 

would be taken care of? Her boyfriend is too sweet! 

Janet’s three friends were flabbergasted and couldn’t describe their feelings at that moment. 

Meanwhile, back at the Shields Residence, Lynette was smiling smugly as she read through 

Woodsbury University’s forum. 

Damn! Why is Janet still not making a statement or handling the situation now that it has 

escalated? Maybe she’s already scared out of her wits. Well, it’s normal for her to be shocked. 

After all, the person in the picture is indeed her, and she can’t deny it. 

Genius as she is, she can’t control what others do. What a joke! 

I bet Janet will be eliminated from the list of campus belles after this incident. She might even 

drop out of school as a result of pressure from her peers and the university. If that happens, I’ll 

still be the popular campus belle when I go back to school after a month. 



With that, Lynette’s grin grew wider. 

The base started operating again that afternoon, and training had also started. 

They only had ten days left and had to speed up on training because some schedules had been 

delayed due to the holiday. 

Ten days later, the best trainee and the best class would be chosen. 

The best class was a group award, so one incompetent member would drag the entire class down. 

There were various training that they needed to undergo including first aid, shooting, operating 

machinery and other military-related survival skills. 

While Janet had not been called upon to participate in any maneuvers due to special reasons, 

Sharon was frequently summoned. 

Her legs were already trembling the moment she stood on the stage looking at Black Python, let 

alone being instructed by him one-on-one. 

After one round of practice, Sharon was so nervous that she had become drenched in sweat. 

Raising her brow, Janet teased her. “You’re pretty serious, Sharon!” 

Sharon feigned a miserable look while covering her mouth. “I have to since he is staring at me 

all the time.” 

In fact, every time she lifted her head, she would see Instructor Black Python staring at her. 

“Right! I noticed Instructor Black Python keeps staring at Sharon too. Did you accidentally 

offend him?” Abby mumbled while furrowing her brow. 

“It must be because you bad-mouthed him!” Summer chimed in. 

“I guess so.” Sharon pouted with a resentful look. Why does Instructor Black Python have to be 

so petty? 

 


